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Nourishing Connections 

Art both reflects our experiences and shapes them. As a ceramic artist I feel both of these 

responsibilities to society. My work is imbued with identity, culture, and environment by 

layering surfaces with meaningful pattern and building forms through jointing and darting slabs. 

By borrowing and altering vernacular craft I combine diverse influences with my individual 

voice resulting in objects to be used as facilitators to strengthen community connections, aid in 

cultural sharing, and promote social interaction. Through shared experiences, such as eating a 

meal together or sipping tea, people can find commonalities amongst their unique backgrounds. I 

choose to make utilitarian ceramics as it is inherently linked to the history of food and beverages, 

often a catalyst between people and relationships. My goal is to use social interaction around 

these objects to inspire mutual appreciation and awareness, leading to respect and cooperation. 

 

Process and Influences 

My work is an interpretation of the world around me through relationships such as the 

natural world and human interaction, individual and communal identities, and our associations 

with objects around us. My perception of these relationships has been strongly influenced by the 

time I have spent in Latin America. I taught and lived in Guatemala for two and a half years 

during which I was fortunate to travel around the country. Last summer I worked in Puebla, 

Mexico learning how contemporary Talavera has melded the influence of many ceramic 

traditions. These experiences have influenced the aesthetic of my work and my emphasis of craft 

as part of daily life. The communal aspects of the cultures have become a part of me that I 

intentionally seek out as inspiration. 

One of the strongest influences in my work is the personal relationship between a person 

and the garments they wear. A place where I have observed this firsthand is in some of the towns 

and villages of Guatemala and Mexico. The length of the Mayan huipils, or blouses, convey 

marital status, the number of panels sewn together reflect a person’s economic level, and the 

pattern is specific to their village. The woven fabrics “relate ancient and modern histories to 

anyone who is willing to listen. They speak of indigenous peoples concerned with upholding 

their customs in a contemporary setting. They speak of cultures, and of the image different 

peoples hold of themselves and of others. They speak of the way of thinking in a part of Mexico 

where a tradition of creating beauty is a daily practice” (Orellana 196). Not only do I admire 



   

 

 

these blouses as symbols of identity and protectors of culture, I feel a deep connection with 

fellow crafts-women who spend hours stitching them by hand. After being surrounded by these 

textiles during my time in Guatemala I find them extraordinarily visually appealing, as well as a 

deep connection to that place. 

When I find something I love, such as the huipils of Guatemala and Mexico, I have two 

goals: figure out what I love about that object and then figure out how to apply that idea to my 

work. My process involves discovering the intangible characteristics I aim to draw influence 

from. It could be in the form, line quality, composition, texture, or function that these objects 

have offer. My goal is to hone an object down to its design core and apply one or more of those 

elements to my work, with a combination of other influences. I try to translate my influences 

more indirectly, reinterpreting them so that they relate to more than one culture. One element I 

incorporate in my work is the coexistence of different patterns that visually work together. I try 

to portray the contrast of tight lines in the fabric with hand-sewn decoration by situating the 

regularity of slip-transferred pattern with painterly marks.  

The rich earthenware color of pre-Colombian ceramics and the use of pattern are two 

qualities I borrow and reinterpret in my work. I juxtapose the earth tone of terracotta with bright 

colors of today’s Latin American culture. The same clay body is still commonly used in the 

region because of its accessibility and low temperature firing methods. I choose to create my 

work in earthenware because of the connection I feel with contemporary potters in Latin 

America and its ubiquity in daily life. 

The tradition of Talavera has made a huge impact in the development of my work. 

Talavara production in Mexico goes back to the early colonial period and is a mixture of Islamic, 

Italian, Spanish, and Mexican ceramic techniques. During the “golden age” of Talavera from 

1650 to 1750 in Puebla, there were forty-six workshops regulated by guilds. Today, Talavera is 

still made using the same 16th-century process and materials and is regulated by present-day 

Mexican law to maintain high quality and traditional crafting process. In the summer of 2013 I 

spent two months in Puebla, Mexico working at Uriarte Talavera, the oldest of only nine 

certified Talavera workshops that remain in operation today. I had the privilege to learn the 

process and reflect on its historical influence and contemporary relevance while being immersed 

in the production at the factory. This experience illustrated how craft can unify many traditions 

through time and can cross political boundaries, bringing one culture to another.  



   

 

 

Patterns used on Talavera have evolved through history from various cultural influences. 

Designs of Islamic pottery were brought to Spain by the Moors as Hispano-Moresque ware at the 

end of the 12th century. They continued to influence the rest of Spain and Europe and were 

brought to Puebla during the early colonial period. The lines between what is local and what has 

originated in other cultures are blurred. I too am always learning to understand my own diverse 

cultural personal experiences. My passion for the people and culture of Latin America form a 

hybrid with my native culture and family that secures a sense of self and belonging in a 

transcultural society. The fusion of American traditions and Latin culture has informed my 

artistic expression and how I choose to live my life. Just as Talavera artists build on traditions of 

the past, I seek to combine the old with the new in order to unify different cultures in my work 

through visually and metaphorically layering meaning. 

When arriving at the bus station in Puebla large banners with images and information 

about Talavera hang overhead. Talavara tiles are always within sight when walking around the 

city. They decorate many facades of churches and homes, are found on fountains and patios, and 

form an important part of Puebla’s Baroque architecture. The tradition is an important force that 

shaped Puebla’s history and is a current icon of the city. Its importance extends to its influence as 

an export good. It enters people’s lives around the world in a subtle ways through their 

environment. Talavera can even be found locally in Kansas City, Missouri. In a popular park in 

the city center Talavera tiles adorn a fountain and façade of a shopping mall, bringing a part of 

their culture and history to Kansas. From November 2013 to January 2014 there was an 

exhibition of Contemporary Talavera at the Belger Arts Center. Talavera is an example of art’s 

ability to bridge cultures. 

 

Social Interaction 

During graduate school I have worked with a variety of local communities. I have seen 

how designing, organizing, examining, and altering the terms of interaction changes the potential 

of the objects to offer meaning.  

Our KSU Potter’s Guild connected with the town of Dwight through participating in 

Michael Strands ArtStimulus project where we “dropped” 145 handmade cups at the doorstep of 

each household. In an effort to grow the relationship, one of the town organizers mentioned 

inviting us back for a potluck and I came up with the idea of a collaborative potluck. Residents in 



   

 

 

Dwight chose a meaningful recipe to cook and gave us a description of the colors, smell, texture, 

taste, and quantity of the food. To inspire and connect like thoughts they provided their story or 

relationship to the recipe such as the memories it evokes and why they chose it. Using the 

sensory description and personal connection to the recipe, KSU potters designed and created a 

serving dish that embodied the memories of gatherings over the food and also functioned to 

serve the recipe. Both communities united to share a meal together in the Community Center in 

Dwight, Kansas. The cooks had trusted a special memory to us and in return we gave them our 

interpretation and representation of their story in the form of a ceramic serving dish. The dish 

contains their past memories and also the connection of eating with us. By donating our work we 

created an exchange of recipes, memories, and food for our creativity and artistic skills. This 

trade facilitated a connection between communities. 

The serving dish I created was for Bessie Lighthall. She chose to bring the recipe for a 

Mexican Dip Plate and wrote, “In memory of our daughter Jean Gayle Malone. This was Jean’s 

recipe that she would bring to family dinners and we all enjoyed it.” I created a platter to layer 

the beans, cheese, guacamole, lettuce, tomatoes, black olives, and sour cream and a large bowl to 

hold the tortilla chips. As I presented her with the work, I explained that I designed the bowl in 

the shape of a head to represent her daughter and the platter the shape of a huipil. Mayan huipils 

are symbolic of identity and this piece merges her daughter’s recipe, which embodies her culture, 

and contains influences from my experiences living in Guatemala. The type of conversation and 

connection Bessie and I found through a common object is what I hope to continue to help 

facilitate through the objects and events I create. 

 



   

 

 

Another event I organized was “Coffee Corner Connections” at Meadowlark Hills, a 

retirement community in Manhattan, KS. I brought 25 pairs of handmade mugs for residents to 

drink coffee. The mugs were paired in two ways: by the pattern on their surface and by color of 

handle. Independent-living and assisted-living residents were invited, with a special invitation 

going out to new residents with the goal of connecting strangers living under the same roof. 

When residents entered the community room they choose one of my handmade mugs for their 

coffee. The patterns on the mugs were made in pairs, and the residents found the person whose 

pattern matched their own. The first conversation starter with their new friend was to share 

stories about an object that was meaningful to them. After twenty minutes of conversation they 

found their next partner by matching the color of the handle on their mug. This conversation was 

prompted by sharing stories about anyone in their family with whom they would choose to have 

coffee. The goal of this activity was for residents to connect with people they might not 

otherwise talk to and thereby build the community at Meadowlark.  

       

This method of using ceramic vessels to promote interaction, understanding, and 

community development embodies my artistic direction in graduate school. After reflecting on 

these two projects I have gained awareness with which I need to engage communities. The 

resulting thesis exhibition reflects the start of my work moving in this direction. 



   

 

 

First, I have become aware of the ethical considerations and care with which I facilitate 

an exchange. During the ArtStimulus project some of the artists were uncomfortable “dropping” 

cups on the doorstep of strangers. We were entering people’s personal space and leaving an 

unknown bag at their door, making the assumption that they would want our handmade objects. 

It is important to make sure the participants are choosing to engage and are equally benefitting.  

While I have an established artistic process for ceramics, I am still learning to develop a 

process for creating social art events. Before thinking of the idea for Coffee Corner Connections 

I did a volunteer clay workshop at Meadowlark. Through talking with residents and observing 

interactions I identified what I perceived to be needs in the community. This in itself is 

assumption reflection of my perspective, and therefore has its limits. I learned about their weekly 

coffee corner where residents gather for conversation over coffee and snacks. Although the 

change in the regular event was advertised in their weekly newsletter it is ethically wrong to 

force a captive audience into something they may not have been aware of.  

In the exchange created for the thesis exhibition people trusted me with memories and 

knowledge passed down through generations. The result was my interpretation of my experience 

with them. Although I want each participant to have the work they inspired, it is an important 

component in the exchange. When inviting participants it is also essential that I am transparent 

with my intentions of how the work could be used, from being exhibited to being marketed. 

Further collaboration is possible in the future by opening the door for feedback once the 

participant has had time to use and reflect on the ceramic dishes they inspired. I would be curious 

to know if my interpretation aligns with their experience, and in reverse their interpretation of the 

object I created. I would also like to inquire how well the dishes serve their intended or 

unintended utilitarian role. 

Working with communities takes time and trust, something that unfolds slowly over time, 

with the right circumstances. An event or project has to consider all perspectives and 

communities involved. In order to ensure an ethical and genuine engagement what is given and 

taken must be an equal exchange. Although my biggest motivation in life is to build community 

and authentic connections, it is my largest fear to ignorantly insult or unknowingly take 

advantage of people. I understand that there are potential negative implications inherent in social 

art, if it is not done in a highly sensitive fashion. With patience and awareness I believe that the 

rewards could be worthwhile for myself and others. 



   

 

 

The Role of Craft 

It is not only through social art events, but through the objects I create, that I aim to 

facilitate connection. To understand my belief in pottery and the craft object, I look to Octavio 

Paz’s thoughts about the role of art, craft, and industrial objects in today’s society.  

 

Paintings and sculptures are one of a kind objects to idealize and ponder. We see works 

of art, but we do not touch them. Our relationship with industrial objects is functional. 

Their existence is their meaning, and their meaning is to be used. Our relationship with 

the craft object is corporeal. Crafts are made by hands, for hands, sometimes even 

bearing the fingerprints of the maker. Not only can we see them, we can touch them. The 

physical connection with craft objects is direct and immediate. While the body is 

participating in the physical experience, it is simultaneously connecting the maker to the 

user. The users’ hands caress the bowl in a similar way that the hands of the maker 

fashioned it. Octavio Paz says, “The physical and bodily ties binding us to others are no 

less powerful than the legal, economic and religious ties uniting us. The handmade object 

is a sign that expresses society not as work (technique) or as symbol (art, religion) but as 

shared physical life” (Paz 12).  

 

It is through this inherent nature of craft, along with design and setting, that I fashion my 

intention to unite my audience. 

Crafts are pleasing because they are useful and beautiful. Handmade objects are a 

reflection of people and place long before the separation of utility from beauty. Industrial objects 

have a simplified form to maximize productivity. The aesthetic is one of efficiency rather than 

ornamentation. My pots delight in surface pattern and surprising detail. Surface embellishment is 

a way to contain cultural signifiers in my work. My intention is to make objects that transform a 

utensil into a sign of participation; therefore surface decoration is an important component of my 

work. 

I choose to be a potter because the potential audience craft objects reach are different 

from the paths of works of art or industrial objects. Octavio Paz states that, “The fate awaiting 

the work of art is the air-conditioned eternity of the museum; the one awaiting the industrial 

object is the garbage dump” (23). If craftwork enters a museum it is a sample, a captive example 



   

 

 

of many, not an idol. The function of a work of art is to communicate an idea. The potential 

exposure of museum art is often limited by its select audience of well-educated people. Although 

ideas grow old and die, they also reflect the life of the instant and have the potential to perpetuate 

further thinking. On the other hand, the industrial object disappears just as rapidly as it appeared. 

Once it is no longer useful, it becomes a burden of trash that is difficult to dispose of. 

Craftsmanship does not last forever, but it is not disposable. “It follows the course of time from 

day to day, flowing along with us, gradually wearing out, neither pursuing death nor denying it, 

but rather, accepting it. The craft object teaches us to die, and by doing so, teaches us to live” 

(Paz 23). I believe in the craft object as it reflects the pulse of human time and has the ability to 

reach a wider audience. The contemplative objects I create layer experiences of my own life 

while intentionally embracing cultural elements that speak across boundaries. I hope that the 

familiar elements of the object allow users to connect with it, while unfamiliar elements prompt 

curiosity. 

When craft objects are used, a collaboration occurs between the user and maker. The 

crafts person trusts the cook, flower arranger, or owner of the object to complete the visual 

presence. By placing things in or on the work and creating a space to display it, the craft object’s 

existence is altered. The initial functional intentions of the maker may not be what the user does 

with the piece. Each object can have many different uses depending on the choices of the owner. 

For example, a pitcher for water or ewer for wine can be turned into a flower vase or table 

centerpiece. Personal sensibility and imagination of the user changes the object from its original 

function and modifies its meaning. It is no longer a vessel to contain liquid but to display 

flowers. This alternation links the object to the users’ imagination. After making, the craftsmen 

trust the sensibility of their users’ creativity. Once I create an object and it finds a home with 

another person, I welcome the interpretation and collaboration the user has to offer. The potential 

of the object to facilitate interaction between the user and I is a consideration in my design. The 

object is the vehicle for us to work in partnership and creates the interface for our cooperation. In 

the future I hope to further this exchange by getting feedback from the person who inspired the 

design once they have used and reflected upon the objects. 

 

 

 



   

 

 

Thesis Exhibition 

 The work in Nourishing Connections inspired by people with whom I have interacted. 

The work reflects each person - their character, aesthetic, passions, culture, and environment – 

through my lens. I carefully layer the forms and surfaces with meaning, and through their use 

they have the ability to influence experiences. Made from earthenware and patterned with slip-

transferred designs, each piece is food safe. As my work conveys nourishment to our bodies, I 

hope that relationships and connections will continue to grow.  

 

         

  Instillation view      Instillation view 

 

Christmas Morning Blueberry Go-Round by Grandma Karle  

Every Christmas my grandmother bakes a blueberry coffee cake. Thinking of the cake 

reminds me of being in the kitchen on Christmas morning with her, my grandpa, mom, dad, 

sister, brother-in-law, and my boyfriend when we are all anticipating the events and celebration 

to come. The cherries on top of the coffee cake are festive and remind me of her rosy cheeks as 

she cooks in the kitchen. The red circles on the platter mimic the cherries on top of the coffee 

cake. The design repeated in the circles is inspired by a lace doily my grandma has in her house. 

I know that my grandmother bakes the cake for me because it is my favorite. My whole family 

teases me when I eat the most. This playfulness is reflected in one plate being a larger scale than 

the others. 



   

 

 

 

Figure 1. Christmas Morning Blueberry Go-Round by Grandma Karle 

 

Nohema and Alejandra Share Café con Capirotada  

While I was doing an internship in Puebla, Mexico I asked Chef Nohema if she would be 

willing to teach me a meaningful recipe. She invited one of her students, Alejandra, to 

participate. Alejandra’s mom came up with the idea to make capirotada, a traditional dessert or 

snack made with molasses, and offered to bake the special bread needed for it. She sent it three 

hundred miles from her bakery in Michoacan to Puebla. On the way it got lost. Nohema and 

Alejandra tracked it and picked it up at a storage warehouse because they were determined to 

have it in time. 

After cooking as we slowly ate the carefully prepared food and shared stories, Nohema 

talked about the power of food as something that connects people. When we parted I felt as if I 

was given an enormous gift by meeting them and an internal happiness because of how generous 

and kind people are. I tried to convey the sentiment of giving and sharing by creating one plate 

that two people would eat off of together. 

While cooking with them was very meaningful for me, I think the largest impact of this 

experience was building their friendship. They were able to find something they had in common 

they didn’t know before. Capirotada is something that Nohema and Alejandra miss that reminds 

them of home. Nohema had not eaten it since she moved to Puebla six years before. It is not 

something found in restaurants because it is usually made in the home. They both enjoy it 

because it is sweet and comforting in winter. It is sometimes served as a dessert and often eaten 

in the evening with coffee or tea. In different parts of Mexico traditions vary. Nohema’s family 

does not dip the bread in the egg batter, instead soaking it with molasses right away. She 



   

 

 

traditionally eats it at Christmas, while Alejandra’s family usually eats it during Semana Santa, 

or Holy Week, during Easter celebrations. The pattern on the work is inspired by Otomi textiles 

found in Mexico which reminded me of Easter and spring. No matter when they have it, they 

said they will always think of cooking together when they have capirotada. For this reason I 

included two mugs symbolizing them sharing time and nourishment together. 

 

 

Figure 2. Nohema and Alejandra Share Café con Capirotada 

 

Bhujna and Chapati with Pinakin 

Pinakin is a PhD student from India who has lived all over the world. Despite many of 

the elaborate Indian dishes his mother prepares, he always requests Bhujna when he has the 

chance to return home. Bhujna is a Bombay fish curry, though we used shrimp. He appreciates 

its simple ingredients and efficiency of preparation. I was thankful for a basic recipe and 

mindless chopping, because as we cooked Pinakin shared his extensive knowledge of 

philosophies and the world. The deeper and smaller dish is designed to hold the curry while the 

flatter wide dish is intended to hold the chapatti. The chapatti, an Indian flatbread, are torn and 

used as a utensil to scoop up the curry. The design framing the edge of the bowls was inspired by 

an Indian patterned banner Pinakin had hanging at the entry of his door. 

 



   

 

 

 

Figure 3. Bhujna and Chapati with Pinakin 

 

Four Generations of the Jossie Family’s Chicken Soup 

Teresa Jossie’s mother often told her of the pot of soup that her own mom, Teresa’s 

grandmother, kept on the stove. The family had very limited means during the 1930’s. The 

vegetables were grown in their own garden and chickens were butchered by her grandfather in 

the morning in the backyard. Teresa told me the story of how her grandmother would add more 

water to the soup when an unexpected guest showed up for dinner so that there would always be 

enough food for everyone.  

Teresa’s mother made chicken soup by simmering leftover chicken bones, carrot 

peelings, onions, and celery. The vegetables, along with the chicken bones, were scooped out 

and discarded, leaving the flavorful broth. For her mom’s soup, unlike her grandma’s, the 

chicken and vegetables were store bought. She then added freshly cut vegetables, fresh chicken, 

and a variety of herbs. Teresa says, “In mom’s recipe I love the idea that some left over, crude, 

or aged vegetables are first added to create the flavor for the base of the soup. This reminds me 

of how the generations are in that we are able to keep the savory flavors of the experiences and 

memories from the old and add it to some new fresh ingredients and enjoy.”  

Today Teresa’s chicken soup is different from her grandma and mom’s versions but has 

its own richness that her family loves. Teresa conveys her understanding of how food and culture 

reflect and connect people when she says, “I love how soups are a common connection between 

generations and cultures. The concept of adding meats and vegetables is the same idea. The 

preparation techniques speak of the generation or culture itself.” 



   

 

 

In designing the bowls for Teresa’s Chicken Soup, I considered form and surface. The 

form of each bowl responds to the previous, visually showing how generations are connected. I 

chose to use a clamped pattern I dyed in natural indigo as a starting point for the pattern to 

evolve. The blue references her grandma’s Blue Willow dishes and her mom’s love for blue. 

Textiles reflect the way her family tradition has been woven through the years. Teresa likes more 

plain patterns but bright colors. The colors of the surface reflect their personal preferences, but 

also the development of the soup. Her parents had a little better means and her mom’s recipe had 

a little more nutritious vegetables and chicken. She describes her life as blessed even more than 

her parents and her recipe is creamier and has more vegetables. Each generation laid the 

foundation for the following, reflected by the pattern of the previous bowl on the underside of 

the next.  

 

 

Figure 4. Four Generations of the Jossie Family’s Chicken Soup 

 

Serving with Kelsie 

In collaboration with Kelsie Doty 

This pitcher and cup set was developed in collaboration with textile artist Kelsie Doty. 

Kelsie found a stunning striped textile that was visually pleasing with the terracotta color of my 

clay. The textile is a Kente cloth from Ghana, which is created by hand sewing together 

numerous strips of 5” to 6” wide hand-woven cloth. We wanted a vessel that was about serving 

others, something that would encourage people to share a common experience. Together we 

designed a serving set that integrates the fabric with the clay pitcher and cups. As she was 

sewing, Kelsie paid special attention to the salvage (self-finished edge) of the Kente cloth, so the 



   

 

 

process of making kept the fabric’s story of many small gestures adding up into something larger 

intact. By working with a textile artist we were able to unite two different crafts that reflected 

similar cultural significance.  

 

 

Figure 5. Serving with Kelsie 

 

Kay’s Banana Cream Pie  

Kay and I made banana cream pie together because it is a special recipe that she makes 

for her husband’s birthday each year. While cooking I got to know Kay’s strong-willed and 

passionate personality. She showed me one of the most meaningful objects in her life, a planter 

that was in the shape of a duck with its head up and beak puckered. I tried to capture the sassy 

feeling of the duck beak through the form of the arches and the use of bold color. The pie filling 

is yellow so I used its complement, a dusty purple, to accent the food. I felt that we were kindred 

spirits, and although we had only met once previously we had meaningful conversations about 

many things in life. I felt as though she inherently understood me, and as we cooked she offered 

insightful advice. Since cooking together we have continued to keep in touch for thought-

provoking conversation, each offering her generation’s perspective on contemporary issues.  

 



   

 

 

 

Figure 6. Kay’s Banana Cream Pie 

 

My Mothers Nurturing  

In collaboration with Lynn Karle 

My mother is very connected to people and places. She has nurtured and encouraged me 

through my whole life. She understands me without my needing to explain myself. When I left 

home to go to college she used her mother’s saying, “You raise them to let them go.” Each year 

throughout my childhood we took a family vacation to Northern Wisconsin, and in retirement 

my parents moved there to be surrounded by wildlife and nature. My mother used sinew and pine 

needles to weave the base that supports the vessel that I created from clay. On the surface of the 

bowls I transferred a picture, altered in photoshop, of pine needles I took while hiking. I chose to 

cutout the edge and small negative spaces to further the feeling of a nest, something my mom has 

cultivated since the day I was born. 

 

 

Figure 7. My Mothers Nurturing 



   

 

 

 

Coffee Corner Connections  

In the exhibition I included five of the most successful pairs of mugs I made for the event 

at Meadowlark Hills as described earlier. The goal of this activity was for residents to connect 

with people they might not otherwise talk to and thereby build the community at Meadowlark. 

 

 

Figure 8. Coffee Corner Connections 

 

Learning to Make Flour Tortillas with Aunt Blanca 

After my first trip to Saltillo, Mexico I could not forget the flour tortillas. They were soft 

and fluffy compared to the dense and compressed tortillas I bought in the grocery store at home. 

We ate them with almost every meal: with eggs for breakfast, meat with various kinds of sauce 

for lunch, and as quesadillas with slices of ham and cheese for dinner. The tortillas were usually 

used as a scoop, and my learning curve was steep. I learned to tear a small piece of tortilla, hold 

it in my right hand, and use a second piece of tortilla in my left to push the food into it. The 

“normal” way to hold the tortilla is by the rim, using the torn edge as the scoop. Intuitively I felt 

the rim was more ergonomic to scoop more food and was given a hard time for doing it the 

“backwards” way. 



   

 

 

When I had the opportunity to return to Saltillo the family arranged for Aunt Blanca, the 

best known tortilla maker in the family, to teach me how to make these amazing tortillas. I was 

honored that she was willing to share such an important family tradition with me. Starting with 

measuring the ingredients I learned methods different from my own. Weighing the flour and lard 

rather than measuring it by volume was new to me. I loved the physicality and tactile quality of 

the smooth lard and flour squishing between my fingers. Working with the dough reminded me 

of forming clay. Some of my skills could directly translate, so I was put in charge of rolling the 

tortillas to an even thickness. Other parts did not come so naturally. I watched Aunt Blanca’s 

practiced hands form the testalas, the dough balls for rolling into tortillas, quickly and evenly as I 

struggled to shape one in the time she made three.  

This series of containers for flatbreads was inspired by my experience learning to make 

flour tortillas with Aunt Blanca. The form reflects its purpose for holding tortillas. Almost every 

culture has a style of flatbread. Grain is the basis of diets from all around the world. The form of 

each flatbread container is the same indicating this commonality. Each surface design reflects the 

culture of the respective flatbread. The pattern on the tortillero was inspired by a serape, a 

traditional textile from Saltillo. The Norwegian lefse and Indian roti containers have patterns I 

designed from textiles in the respective countries. I foresee this series continuing far into the 

future, building on the idea started here. 

 

            

Figure 9. Learning to Make Flour Tortillas with Aunt Blanca 

 

Norwegian Lefse in Honor of Brian and His Brother Dan 

Dan was put into foster care when he was two years old. His foster mother, Ruth, was 

from Scandinavia and made kropsau as a special meal for her family. Dan fell in love with it so 



   

 

 

she began to make this as a special meal for him as well. Kropsau is made by blending and 

baking eggs, milk, flower, and butter. Before being adopted Ruth made a scrapbook of things 

Dan enjoyed during the two and a half years he lived with her. On the last page of the book was 

the recipe for this Scandinavian dish. Brian has been one of my closest friends since we met as 

undergraduates eleven years ago, and I’ve had the privilege of eating this with him when we 

have visited his parents. They continue to gather around this dish as a family for Christmas 

breakfast and when people visit. This piece is in honor of Brian and Dan and I am making a set 

of plates with the same pattern for their family to serve kropsau. 

 

        

Figure 10. Norwegian Lefse in Honor of Brian and His Brother Dan 

 

For Indian Roti in Honor of Ranjit 

When I moved to Manhattan for graduate school I did not know much about Manhattan 

nor anyone who lived here. In order to meet new people I signed up to be paired with an 

international student. Ranjit, a PhD student in civil engineering from India, had been studying in 

Manhattan for four years before we met. Our “local” and “foreign” roles seemed to reverse as he 

introduced me to people and showed me places around Manhattan such as Pillsbury Crossing. 

We often cooked together and Ranjit taught me how to make many different Indian dishes. Our 

similar curious and adventurous personalities far outweighed our cultural differences.  

 



   

 

 

         

Figure 11. For Indian Roti in Honor of Ranjit 

 

Arroz con Leche with Adriana 

Adriana chose to cook arroz con leche, or Rice Pudding, with me because it was 

something her grandmothers made for her as comfort food. She told me about the unspoken 

competition over which grandmother could make better arroz con leche, and how they used the 

dish to spoil their granddaughter. As a pastry chef, Adriana has high expectations for sweets. 

Although this is simple and traditional it remains her favorite. I could relate to this type of 

comfort food and we connected by sharing traditions and interests of our cultures and families.  

Arroz con leche can be served warm or cold. If served warm, the lidded form will keep 

the heat in. Once the rice cools it sets. The top has a different shade and you can tell where it has 

been scooped. By creating individual serving bowls before it sets each one is a presentable dish. I 

drew the pattern on the surface with five repetitions to reinforce the five darts in the bowl. The 

pattern is inspired by Mazahua textiles, indigenous people in Mexico, which reminded me of my 

own grandmother’s visual culture.  

 

Figure 12. Arroz con Leche with Adriana 



   

 

 

 

Conclusion 

While I appreciate ceramics and its history, I am more influenced by non-ceramic objects 

and interactions with people. The purpose of my work is imbedded in tradition and function 

carefully layered with meaning. I design my work to facilitate interactions and appreciation 

within and between communities. Art and handicrafts have the capacity to unite people, preserve 

culture, help us understand each other, and safeguard the beauty of history. I strive to touch the 

lives of as many people as possible through my craft, community, and passion for humanity.  
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Technical Statement 
 

Recipes 

 

Lauren’s Orange Earthenware (cone 04) 

Redart   40 

Ranger Red  25 

KT1-4   20 

Hawthorn  15 

 

Yellow Iron Oxide  4% 

50 mesh mulcoa grog  5%  

 

Barium carb ¼ c. for 100 lbs dry. (Drill up in water and place in mixer before adding other dry 

ingredients.) 

 

Lauren’s Clear Glaze (cone 04) 

EPK  10 

F69  15 

Frit 3124 65 

Spodgemene 5 

Petalite 5 

 

Bentonite  2 

Add CMC to brush. Use very thin. 

 

Lauren’s Lowfire Slip (cone 04) 

KT1-4  40 

Talc  20 

PV Clay 20 

Flint  10 

Neph Sy 10 

 

Red Iron Oxide   9 

Rutile (use Texas Talc) 9 

Copper Carb   7 

Cobalt    5 

Chrome   7 

 

Mix very thick, especially the copper carb. The base recipe will give you a slightly off white. I 

tested different amounts of oxides and chose these percentages to give me the brightest colors. 

Use the regular slip when painting it on the surface or deflocculate it to transfer patterns.  

 

Wash 

Gertsley Borate 50 (by volume) 

Mason Stain  50 (by volume) 



   

 

 

 

After testing with different frits and amounts, I found that my standard wash works the best to 

resist the laser ink and transfer. It takes a little more time to paint the pattern because it is not as 

resistive as deflocculated slip, but it still works very well and expands your palette.  
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              Sewing CultureS through Pottery
                                      

 
  by Lauren KarLe

Mug, 5½ in. (14 cm) in length, 
handbuilt earthenware, slip-transferred 
pattern and copper carbonate hand-
painted slip, cone 03 oxidation, 2012.

Handmade objects are a reflection of people and place long before 
the separation of utility from beauty. Nowhere is this more true 
than in the garments of the indigenous cultures of Guatemala 
and Mexico. Huipiles, or Mayan blouses, relate ancient and 
modern histories through their weave and designs that combine 
patterns. After being surrounded by these textiles during the 2½ 
years I lived in Guatemala, I see them as symbols of identity and 

protectors of culture. Like them, I create objects that are cultur-
ally functional in addition to being useful in everyday life. My 
current palette references Latin American color combinations. 
By using color and pattern as cultural signifiers, my intention 
is to create pots that demonstrate unity within diversity. I seek 
to unify different cultures by combining timeless traditions and 
modern interpretations through visual and metaphorical layering.  
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A pot embodies a specific feeling when all its elements speak to 
one thing. I harmonize the lip, feet, seams, handle, surfaces, and 
interior, exterior, and negative spaces. Imagining cloth wrapping 
around the form of a person, I try to give my pots volume from 
within. I dart, alter, cut, and join pieces of clay as a tailor creates 
a garment. Nature is another source of inspiration as pattern and 
parts come together in elegant ways.

Preparing a Slab

To make a mug, I begin by rolling out a thin slab of red earthen-
ware, a medium that I prefer for its rich color, its long tradition 
in Latin America, and its association with the common person. 
Eddie Dominguez taught me to roll a slab between two pieces of 
bed sheet, a technique that allows me to easily flip the slab and roll 
both sides. When the slab is an even, ¼-inch thick, I lay a pattern 
on top and carefully cut out a 13×4½-inch rectangle. When it is 
ready, I run a rib over it to smooth and compress the clay.

The lip of a cup is the most intimate point of connection with 
the user, so it is essential to give it a physically pleasing form before 
applying the pattern. I flatten and compress one of the long edges 
with a roller and rib (1—see page 58) and flip the slab repeatedly 
to create a curve that comes gently to a point.

For the handle, I cut two strips about ¾ of an inch wide by 6 
inches long, then use a roller to make these even thinner, since they 
will be layered on top of one another. As with the lip, I smooth the 
edges of the handle so that they form a gentle curve for the user’s 
hand (2). In addition, I cut a 3-inch square for the base. 

Decorating the Surface

On the surfaces of my pots I capture some of the qualities of the 
huipiles, which have a multitude of different patterns that work 
together visually. By situating regular slip-transferred patterns 
next to painterly marks, I emulate the contrast of the tight weave 
of fabric and hand-sewn decoration. I combine the earthenware 
hues of pre-Colombian vessels with bright colors of contemporary 
Latin America. 

It is essential to layer the surface of a cup while the slab is still 
flat and wet. There are infinite opportunities to experiment with 
the order and quantity of layers, but I usually start with a low-fire 
white slip with the goal of making the underglaze or wash brighter. 
The underglaze or wash can be applied as a solid background color, 
a gradient, or a series of painterly strokes (3). I always consider 
the pot and how color will flatten or enhance the form, highlight 
seams, or create an illusion of depth. 

Once the background is no longer shiny, I apply a pattern 
through slip transfer, a simple and gratifying technique that I 
learned from Charlie Cummings. First, I create a black-and-white 
pattern on the computer by altering a picture in Photoshop, 
creating a pattern by hand and scanning it, or finding an existing 

pattern. Then I print the inverse of the pattern using a laser printer 
on regular printer paper. An ink-jet printer will not work, since ink 
does not have the resistive properties of toner. Slip sticks only to 
the white areas of the image, which are the parts that will transfer.

I deflocculate the colored slip to brush on the pattern using one 
drop of Darvan 7 per cup of slip. Sodium silicate also works. Defloc-
culating the slip keeps the color intense but negatively charges the 
clay particles so that they slide over each other, making the slip flow 

Mug, 5½ in. (14 cm) in diameter, handbuilt earthenware, slip-transferred 
pattern, cone 03 oxidation, 2012.
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Pair of mugs, 5½ in. (14 cm) in diameter each, handbuilt earthenware, 
slip-transferred pattern, cone 03 oxidation, 2012.

more easily with less water content. In sweeping strokes, I brush 
the deflocculated slip over the pattern. The slip sticks to the white 
paper and pulls back from the laser toner. If the slip bridges from 
one white section to another over the toner, I just touch it gently 
with a finger and it immediately recedes (4).

I cut several sizes from the patterned paper, to match the size of 
each of my slabs, and coat them with colored slip (5). When the 
slip on the pattern is leather hard, I lay it face down on a prepared 
background. If the slip is still shiny, it will smear and blur; if it is 
too dry, it may flake off the page. I press it smoothly onto the clay 
and brush a little water onto the back (6). The water causes the 
paper to lie flat and helps the slip release onto the slab. The perfect 
amount of water will barely saturate the laser ink, so you can see 
the pattern through the back of the paper. I use a rib to compress 
and smooth the back of the paper (7), then peel a corner back to 
check how well the pattern is transferring (8). I brush more water 
on the back or rub the paper if necessary. How clearly the pattern 
transfers and where depends on the balance of these techniques. I 
continue to check it until it has transferred to my satisfaction and 
I can remove the whole paper. It is possible to print patterns on 
top of patterns, rotate, flip, block out sections, paint over parts, 
and experiment endlessly with layers.

Another option is to juxtapose patterns made by hand with the 
regularity of printed patterns. In this case, I use a copper carbonate 
low-fire slip to paint horizontal lines around a cup (9). Copper 
carbonate has beautiful qualities that naturally create depth and 
variation in value. Another option is to paint line-and-dash pat-
terns directly on raw clay with a wash. I use combinations of these 
techniques and materials to create a composition on the outside, 
inside, handle, and base of the cup.

Building the Form

When the surface is no longer tacky, I start building the form 
by creating a cylinder. I always cut the joining edges at an angle 
to make a stronger joint with a greater surface area. I score with 
a serrated rib, add a small amount of water with a paint brush, 
and score again (10). This creates slip in the joint without add-
ing more volume that will squeeze out along the edge and ruin 
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the surface pattern. I wiggle and press the two sides 
together to secure them, then turn the cup upside 
down to measure five equally spaced darts (11). Using 
a pattern, I cut an equilateral triangle where each dart 
belongs (12). It helps to angle the blade slightly out 
from the triangle when cutting to make the two edges 
flush when attached. I bend the flanges inward and 
attach them using the same method. It often helps to 
use a rib at the intersection to change and define the 
angle of the slab to lessen the potential of cracking 
(13). I compress the joints without rubbing the pat-
tern on the outside and smooth and secure the joints 
from the inside. 

After stepping back to consider other adjustments 
in the form, I push outward from the inside, slightly 
curving the walls of the cup to make it look full, and 
pinch or shape it.

To build the handle, I lay a thin strip of raw clay 
over my fingers to create a curve, then lay the deco-
rated strip over this slightly wider raw strip and attach 
them (14). Because they have been curved in advance, 
less stretching occurs and therefore less cracking. I 
shape the handle and let it set up to a soft leather-hard 
state, then hold it up to the body of the cup and cut 
to the desired length, considering the angle of each 
attachment. After holding it up for a dry fit, I attach 
it securely (15). 

Finishing the Inside

In order to turn an industrial utensil, which forbids 
extravagance, into a ritual object, I embellish the inside 
of a cup with surprises and add small details. Before 
attaching the base, I place the cup on the wheel and 
apply a generous layer of slip to the inside as it turns 
(16). I set the cup on the decorated three-inch square 
slab and trace the inside pentagonal opening that was 
created by darting the cylinder bottom. When I cut the 
shape, I keep the knife blade at an outward angle to 
create a small pedestal for the cup (17). To avoid gaps 
at the joint, I attach the base in the same orientation 
as I traced it. As with the darts, I compress the inside 
without rubbing the pattern, then carefully seal the 
outside (18). 

I slip-trail a bead along the darts on the inside 
(19). By using the same color of slip that was applied 
on the wheel, I acknowledge the seams without high-
lighting them. I also enjoy the contrast in line quality 
between the slip applied on the wheel with the slip 
applied by hand. 

Last, I add my signature by slip-trailing it back-
wards on newspaper. When the slip is leather hard, 
I press it on the bottom of the pot (20). As when 
transferring the pattern, I brush on a small amount of 
water and rub it with a rib. When transferred onto the 

pot, the signature will read correctly. I choose to use my first name with 
the goal of making my pots more personal. 

Firing and Glazing

I wrap the cup in plastic and let the moisture equalize for at least a day, then 
slowly allow it to dry. After bisque firing the cup to cone 02, I apply a thin 
layer of clear glaze. Depending on my chosen composition, the beauty of 
the natural clay allows me to leave some areas unglazed. The final cone 03 
glaze firing enriches the colors and makes the cup food safe.

The purpose of my forms and carefully layered surfaces is realized through 
the use of my pots. My pots are embedded in a tradition that unites people, 
preserves culture, and conveys the beauty of history.

To see more of Lauren Karle’s work check out http://laurenkarle.com/home. 

Glass, 6 in. (15 cm) in height, handbuilt earthenware, slip-transferred pattern, sprigs, 
cone 03 oxidation, 2011.
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 1 Roll out an even ¼-inch slab, cut out the pattern, and create a lip using a 
roller or a rib while continuously flipping the slab. This creates a smooth 
curve that gently comes to a point.

 2 Make two thin strips for the handle, smoothing the edges to form a gentle 
curve where the user’s hand will contact it.

 3 Coat the sides, base, and handle while they are flat. Start with a white 
low-fire slip so what is put on top becomes brighter. Apply an underglaze 
or wash over as a solid background color.

 4 With quick brush strokes, apply a deflocculated slip over the laser ink 
pattern. The plastic quality of laser-printer ink will resist deflocculated 
slip—making it stick to the white paper and pull back from the ink. If the 
slip bridges from one white section to another over the ink, just touch it 
gently with a finger and it will immediately recede.

 5 All the pieces and parts of the cup are prepped, dry, and ready to assemble.
 6 When the slip on the pattern is leather hard it is ready to transfer onto 

the prepared background. Press the paper smoothly onto the clay and 
brush enough water on the back to barely saturate the laser ink—you 
will see the pattern through the back of the paper. 

 7 Use a rib to compress and smooth the back of the paper to help the slip 
transfer onto the slab.

 8 Peel a corner back to check how well the pattern is transferring. Brush 
more water on the back or continue to rub if necessary. The clarity of 
the transferred pattern depends on the balance of these techniques. 

 9 Paint horizontal lines of a colored low-fire slip to give depth and variation 
around the cup.

 10 Cut the joints at an angle, score them, add a small amount of water, and 
score again. This creates slip in the joint without adding more volume 
that will squish out along the seam and ruin the surface pattern. Press 
the two sides together to secure them, creating a cylinder.

 11 Measure five equally spaced sections around the bottom edge. An MKM 
Decorating Disc is a useful tool that can equally space any number of 
sections in concentric circles.

 12 Use a pattern to cut identical equilateral triangles where each dart 
belongs. It helps to angle the X-Acto blade slightly out from the triangle 
when cutting so the two edges will meet flush.

 13 Use a rib to gently bend the flanges in. Then join each dart using the 
same score, water, score method. Compress the joints without rubbing 
the pattern on the outside.

 14 Create a small curve with the thin strip of raw clay. Layer the decorated 
strip over it and attach them. By attaching them after they curve, less 
stretching occurs and therefore less cracking.

 15 After shaping the handle and letting it set up to a soft leather hard, hold it 
up to the body of the cup and cut at the desired length and angle. Score 
the cup and handle, add water, score, and attach securely. 

 16 Prior to attaching the base, apply a layer of white slip to the inside while 
the cup is slowly spinning on the wheel. Set the cup on the decorated 
3-inch square base and trace the shape of the inside opening.

 17 Cut on the lines you traced, keeping your X-Acto knife blade at an outward 
angle. The angle will match the bottom angle of the cup for a secure fit 
and provide a small pedestal.

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9
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 18 Attach the base in the same orientation you traced it to avoid gaps. Similar to the darts, 
compress the joint without rubbing the surface pattern. Carefully seal the outside.

 19 Slip-trail a bead of slip along the darts on the inside. Use the same color slip to 
acknowledge the seams without highlighting them. These lines will contrast nicely 
with the regularity of the slip applied on the wheel.

 20 Last, I slip-transfer my signature on the bottom of the pot. By slip-trailing my name backwards 
on newspaper it reads correctly after transferring it onto the bottom of the pot.

10 11 12

13 14 15

16 17 18

19 20
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